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QUESTION 1

What are two predefined address-book entries? (Choose two.) 

A. all 

B. any-ipv6 

C. any-ipv4 

D. all-ipv4 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

Click the Exhibit button. 

Given the configuration shown in the exhibit, which protocol(s) are allowed to communicate with the device on
ge-0/0/0.0? 

A. RIP 

B. OSPF 

C. BGP and RIP 
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D. RIP and PIM 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to have a private server that multiple users can access from the Internet simultaneously. Which two NAT
solutions would you configure on the SRX Series device? (Choose two.) 

A. Destination NAT with PAT enabled 

B. Source NAT with PAT enabled 

C. Destination NAT with PAT disabled 

D. Source NAT with address shifting enabled 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three options represent IDP policy match conditions? (Choose three.) 

A. service 

B. to-zone 

C. attacks 

D. port 

E. destination-address 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 5

Which CLI command provides a summary of what the content-filtering engine has blocked? 

A. show security utm content-filtering statistics 

B. show security flow session 

C. show security flow statistics 

D. show security utm content-filtering summary 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 6

A network administrator is using source NAT for traffic from source network 10.0.0.0/8. The administrator must also
disable NAT for any traffic destined to the 202.2.10.0/24 network. 

Which configuration would accomplish this task? 

A. [edit security nat source rule-set test] 

user@host# show 

from zone trust; 

to zone untrust; 

rule A { 

match { 

source-address 202.2.10.0/24; 

} 

then { 

source-nat { 

pool { 

A; 

} 

} 

} 

} 

rule B { 

match { 

destination-address 10.0.0.0/8; 

} 

then { 

source-nat { 

off; 

} 

} 
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} 

B. [edit security nat source] user@host# show rule-set test from zone trust; to zone untrust; rule 1 { match { destination-
address 202.2.10.0/24; } then { source-nat { off; } } } rule 2 { match { source-address 10.0.0.0/8; } then { source-nat {
pool { A; } } } } 

C. [edit security nat source rule-set test] user@host# show from zone trust; to zone untrust; rule A { match { source-
address 10.0.0.0/8; } then { source-nat { pool { A; } 

} 

} 

} 

rule B { 

match { 

destination-address 202.2.10.0/24; 

} 

then { 

source-nat { 

off; 

} 

} 

} 

D. [edit security nat source rule-set test] user@host# show from zone trust; to zone untrust; rule A { match { source-
address 10.0.0.0/8; } then { source-nat { pool { A; } } } } 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

You want to allow your device to establish OSPF adjacencies with a neighboring device connected to interface
ge-0/0/3.0. Interface ge-0/0/3.0 is a member of the HR zone. Under which configuration hierarchy must you permit
OSPF traffic? 

A. [edit security policies from-zone HR to-zone HR] 

B. [edit security zones functional-zone management protocols] 

C. [edit security zones protocol-zone HR host-inbound-traffic] 

D. [edit security zones security-zone HR host-inbound-traffic protocols] 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 8

Which statement is true about interfaces, zones, and routing-instance relationships? 

A. All interfaces in a zone must belong to the same routing instance. 

B. All interfaces in a routing instance must belong to the same zone. 

C. All interfaces in a zone must be in inet.0. 

D. Each interface in a VR must belong to a unique security zone. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Click the Exhibit button. 

Referring to the exhibit, you are not able to telnet to 192.168.10.1 from client PC 192.168.10.10. What is causing the
problem? 

A. Telnet is not being permitted by self policy. 

B. Telnet is not being permitted by security policy. 

C. Telnet is not allowed because it is not considered secure. 

D. Telnet is not enabled as a host-inbound service on the zone. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which SRX5400 component is responsible for forwarding a packet? 

A. IOC 
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B. SPC 

C. RE 

D. SCB 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

You want to authenticate users accessing an internal FTP server using the SRX Series Services Gateway. 

You also want to use an internal LDAP server as the authentication server. 

What will satisfy this requirement? 

A. a security policy with authentication redirection 

B. pass-through firewall user authentication 

C. captive portal 

D. Web firewall user authentication 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

-- Exhibit -

security { 

policies { 

from-zone TRUST to-zone UNTRUST { 

policy allow-all { 

match { 

source-address any; 

destination-address any; 

application any; 

} 

then { 

deny; 
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} 

} 

policy allow-hosts { 

match { 

source-address hosts; 

destination-address any; 

application junos-http; 

} 

then { 

permit; 

} 

scheduler-name block-hosts; 

} 

policy deny { 

match { 

source-address any; 

destination-address any; 

application any; 

} 

then { 

deny; 

} 

} 

} 

} 

} 

schedulers { 

scheduler block-hosts { 

daily { 
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start-time 10:00:00 stop-time 18:00:00; 

} 

} 

} 

-- Exhibit -

Click the Exhibit button. 

Referring to the exhibit, you have configured a scheduler to allow hosts access to the Internet during 

specific times. You notice that hosts are unable to access the Internet. 

What is blocking hosts from accessing the Internet? 

A. The policy allow-all should have the scheduler applied. 

B. The policy allow-hosts should match on source-address any. 

C. The policy allow-hosts should have an application of any. 

D. The policy allow-all should have a then statement of permit. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Which element occurs first during the first-packet-path processing? 

A. destination NAT 

B. forwarding lookup 

C. route lookup 

D. SCREEN options 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Click the Exhibit button. 
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You are setting up a chassis cluster with two SRX240 devices with node0 as primary and node1 as secondary. You
notice each node shows the other node as lost. 

Referring to the exhibit, which statement is correct? 

A. You must have redundancy-group 0 applied to a redundant interface for node0 and node1. 

B. You must add preempt to the redundancy-group 0 configuration for node0 and node1. 

C. You must remove the disable configuration from interface ge-0/GY4 for node0 and node1. 

D. You must have the same cluster ID for node0 and node1. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 15

What are two system-defined zones? (Choose two.) 

A. null zone 

B. system zone 

C. Junos host zone 

D. functional zone 

Correct Answer: AC 
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